BELOW    THE     LINE
very gentle and joyous, but it is intimately satisfying nowa-
days to read the wails that are going up from the Massa-
chusetts industrialists. They imported in Boston bottoms
80 per cent of the slaves that laboured in the Southern
plantations and, when that trade was stopped to them,
started in to ruin the South with tariffs. With chastened
satisfaction they thanked the Almighty who permitted
Lincoln to be timely removed so that cheap labour might
be plenty for Northern capital's employment. And now
they are wailing because, they allege, Southern cheap labour
is ruining their own industrialist enterprises. It is, in short,
lawful to learn of the enemy—but it is pretty foolish to teach
your slaves how to use your own gadgets.
§
Wilmington—which has two weekly markets because the
Quakers and the other brands of Christians could not sell
their chickens and peaches on the same day—has lately
developed into a great shipbuilding seaport with an
immense overseas trade. It retains, nevertheless, in its
districts remote from the water, most of its old sleepiness,
so that, going through it some little time ago, I really fell
asleep in the car and dreamed that there had been pack-
mules in the inn-yard where we had halted in the hope of
finding food at an unusual hour.
. . . But for all I know they may really have been
pack-mules. What queer survivals mayn't you find in these
regions that were once all parts of the Old Dominion?
a
§
It is that that is the charm of the South. It is the charm of
any South, of Provence, of pre-, and no doubt of post-
Mussolini Italy, of most of Spain, particularly of all Portugal,
to a little extent of the South Coast of England. But, as we
happen to be in this particular South, let it be this Midi
that we consider for the time as the South.
And indeed, it has its claims to be so considered. If you
say "Provence'* you mean the South of France; if you say

